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The assumption is frequently made that an exchange of ions occurs 
in living cells.  Since thermodynamics affords no test of this assump- 
tion the  problem must  be  attacked  kinetically and  a  mathematical 
treatment  is  therefore necessary.  The brief outline given here is  a 
preliminary attempt in this direction. 
In the subsequent treatment we shall for convenience assume that 
the  activity coefficients equal unity, that  the electrolytes are mono- 
valent, that when the concentrations of electrolytes are not the same 
within and without the osmotic pressures  are rendered equal by the 
presence of non-electrolytes,  1 and  that  conditions are  such  that  if a 
non-electrolyte penetrates,  the time curve is of the first order.  It is 
also convenient to assume that the solutions are not buffered so that 
when H + enters it appears as such inside.  2 
Supposing an exchange of cations,  the protoplasm being imperme- 
able to anions, it is evident that, other things being equal, the rate of 
exchange will  be  proportional  to  the  activities  (here  equivalent  to 
concentrations).  For example, if we have chiefly H + outside and K + 
inside the rate at which H + passes inward in exchange for K + will be 
proportional to HoK~,  where Ho is the external concentration of H + 
and K~  is  the  internal  concentration of K +.  The outward passage 
of H +  (in exchange for K +) will be proportional to H~Ko, so that the 
net rate will be proportional to the difference between the  two,  or to 
HoK~ -  H~Ko. 
I In case a divalent cation is exchanged for 2 monovalent cations there will be 
a change in osmotic pressure and a corresponding movement of water. 
2 In case the solutions are buffered we can put Hi equal to the titratable acidity 
in place of the concentration of H +. 
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Let  us  now  consider  conditions  at  equilibrium.  3  Since  all  the 
anions are indiffusible We shall have a  special kind of Donnan equi- 
librium with the relation (quite the opposite of that where the anions 
are diffusible) 
An  Co 
A~  Ci 
where A  is the total concentration of (monovalent) anions and C  is 
the total concentration of (monovalent) cations.  If the  anions con- 
sist of several species A1, As, etc., we shall have 
Alo  A2o  An 
Aii  A2~  Ai 
and in the same way 
Clo  C2o  Co  An 
CI~  C~  Ci  A~ 
Presumably the  rate  of exchange,  other  things being  equal,  will 
depend  on the  slower ion.  Assuming that K + moves more  slowly 
through the protoplasm  ~ than H + we may say that since H + cannot 
pass through the protoplasm unless K + passes through at the same 
time in the opposite direction we need only consider the rate of move- 
ment of K +.  We may define the permeability to K +, which we may 
call PK, as the amount of K + passing  through the  protoplasm  into 
the vacuole in unit time under  standard  conditions,  i.e.,  when  the 
protoplasm  has  unit  surface  and  when the value of HoK~  -  H~Ko 
equals unityJ 
We may then put  6 for the net amounts passing through 
dKi  dI-I~ 
..... PK [(14-o) (Ki) --  (I-I~) (Ko)] 
dt  dt 
3 Cf.  Netter, H., Arch. ges. Physiol., 1928, 220, 107. 
4 The movement through the entire protoplasm (consisting  of both aqueous and 
non-aqueous layers) is here referred to: it may be complicated by chemical com- 
bination, adsorption, etc. 
Cf.  Osterhout, W. J. V., J. Gen. Physiol., 1929-30, 13, 261. 
6  Here 
dK¢  dKo 
dt  dt 
and as the solutions are not buffered 
dH~  dHo 
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If the amount  of K~ at the beginning be called K~b we may say that 
(since  K +  must  go  out  when  H +  comes  in)  K~  must  equal  K~b 
less  the  net  amount  of  H +  which  has  entered,  which  is  H~  -  H~b 
(where H~b denotes the amount  of He at  the  beginning).  Hence we 
have 
K~ =  Kib --  (Hi -- Hib) 
Substituting this value we have 7 
dHi 
--  =  PK  [(Ho)  (Kib)  "~- (Ho)  (Hib)  --  (Ho)  (Hi)  --  (Hi)  (Ko)] 
dt 
If the  external volume is sufficiently large Ho may  be regarded as 
constant  and if the concentration  of K +  is sufficiently small we may 
put Ko  =  0.  We may  then write 
and we have 
K~b +  Hib ---- C  (which is a constant) 
dHi 
-  PKHo  (C  --  Hi) 
dt 
For  example,  if  the  internal  and  external volumes  are  equal  and  we  put 
Hob =  95, Hib =  10, K~  =  37.5 and Kob  =  (~i then when 25 H + has gone in and 
25 K + has come out we have equilibrium and 
Ao  95  2; also Ho  70  2, and Ko  25  2 
As  47.5  Hi  35  Ki  12.5 
Hence we have at equilibrium 
dHi 
--  =  PK  [(Ho) (Kib)  +  (Ho)  (H~b)  -- (Ho)  (H3  --  (H3  (Ko)] 
dt 
--- PK (70)  (37.5)  +  (70) (10)  --  (70)  (35)  --  (35)  (25) 
=  PK  (0) 
--0 
In dealing with equilibrium PK plays no part but it would of course determine 
the  course  of  the  time  curve since it is the apparent  velocity constant  of  the 
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Putting  PKHo  =  V  we have 
~-m  c 
v  =  t  °c  --H~ 
It is evident that  practically all of the K  will leave the cell before 
equilibrium is reached. 8 
If the  concentration  of K  in the  external solution is not negligible 
but the external solution is relatively large the amount  of K +  coming 
out will make practically no  change  in  the external concentration  so 
that  we may  regard Ko and  Ho as constant.  We  then 9 have  (start- 
ing with the equation  already given) 
dH~ 
--  =  PK [(Ho)  (Kib)  +  (tto)  (H,b)  -- (Ho) (H,) -- (Hi)  (Ko)] 
dt 
8 If, for example, Hob =  100, Hi~  =  0, K~  =  10, and Ho is constant we should 
have at equilibrium H~  =  10, and in order to arrive at this all of the K + inside 
would have to be replaced by H +.  Theoretically, however, the entrance of H + 
would diminish Ho slightly so that Hib at equilibrium would be slightly less than 
ten and this slight margin would allow a very small quantity of K + to persist inside. 
The values at equilibrium would be determined by the values of the anions Ao 
and A~ (see p. 278).  In this case Ao =  100 and Ai =  10 so that at equilibrium we 
should have 
Ao  100  10 and (approximately) Ho  100 
AZ--  i--0---  HZ =  1-0-=  10 
The value of 14o must also equal 10 but since Ko and Ki are exceedingly small they 
K~ 
may be neglected and we may put (approximately) 
dH~ 
--  =  PKHo(K/b  "~- Hib  --  I"I~) 
dt 
=  PKHo(10  +  0  --  10) 
=  PKHo(0) 
=0 
9 To test this numerically let us put Hob  =  50,  Y,L,b =  50,  Kib =  10, and Ha 
=  0.  At equilibrium we have 
Ao  50 +  50  -  10 and --=------H°b  50  10; also ~------=K°b  50  10 
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--- PC  [(Ho)  (C)  --  (Ho)  (Hi)  --  (Hi)  (Ko)] 
~-  PKHo 
----- PKHo 
Ko 
Putting 1 + 
Ec --  (H,)  (Ko)]  H,  h~  I 
=  D  (a constant) we have 
dI-Ii 
--  =  PKI-Io  [C --  D(H,)] 
dt 
and putting PK(Ho)  =  V we have 
v  =  ~  ~  b  -  ~(n,) 
In case the external solution is relatively shaaU the case is more com- 
plicated but if the permeabilities to the two ions are not very different, 
so that we may put as an approximation PK  =  P~  (where P~ is the 
permeability to H), we can simplify the treatment as the total quan- 
tity (not the net amount) of cations passing in  any  one  direction, 
which we may call Q, will be approximately constant  (since,  other 
things  being  equal,  the  exchange  of  K +  for  H+  will  go  on  at 
approximately the same rate as the exchange of H + for H +, etc., and 
in any case the total concentration of cations, both inside and outside 
We  then have 
d--~ =  ?KH-o  Kib +  H~b--  H~ 
(s) (50)] 
--  P .o lO +  o-  s  A 
=  PKHo(0) 
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remains  constant).  The  total  quantity  of H +  passing inward  in unit 
time  will be 
and that passing outward will be 
and for the net amount passing in we may write 
dI-I,  O(Ho)  Q(H,) 
dt  Ho +  Ko  Hi  +  Ks 
Since Ho +  Ko is a constant, we may call it A and in the same way put 
H~ +  K~  =  B, so that we have  I° 
dH~  (2(Ho)  0(H0 
dt  A  B 
=  Q  [(Ho)/~  -  (H,)A] 
AB 
O  Ho-  (H~) 
~0 To illustrate numerically wemay put Hob  =  95, Kob  =  0, K¢  =  37.5, H,z  = 
10.  When 25 H + has gone in and 25  K + has come out we have equilibrium for 
Ao  95  Ho  70  Ko  25 
-  2,  =------  2, and 
Ai  37.5  +  10  H~  35  Ki  12.5 
-2 
We then  have 
Ho  +  Ko  70  +  25 
Hi  +  Ki  35  +  12.5 
-2 
so  that 
dHi 
--  --  U1  [Ho-  U~(H,)] 
dt 
=  UI [70  --  2(35)] 
=  UI(O) 
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Regarding (2 as constant and putting 
Q  U1  and  A  U, 
A  B 
we have 
-  u,  [no-  us [(HE)] 
dt 
If the  external  solution  is well buffered so that  Ho is  relatively  con- 
stant we have 
1  Ho 
U~ =  ~  lno Ho -  U~(H~) 
When Ho is not constant the treatment is still comparatively simple. 
For convenience the net amount of H + which has entered  at the time 
t  is called  x  and it is assumed that the internal  and external  volumes 
are  equal  (e.g.,  1  liter).  Using the  subscript  b  to denote  concentra- 
tions at the beginning we have the following:  u  Ho  =  Hob  --  x; K~  = 
K~b  --  x;  Ko  =  Kob  +  x,  andHi  =  H~b  +  x.  Substituting  these 
values in the equation 1~ 
dx 
--  =  P~  [(Ho)  (K~)  -  (Ko)  (H~)] 
dt 
we have 
t" 
dt  .A 
11 If the volumes are not equal another coefficient is needed.  If, for example, 
the internal volume is half the external a gram mol of H + entering will have twice 
the concentration inside, so that if we put x  =  1 we must put H,  =  Hib +  2x. 
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Putting HobK~b  -  KobI-Iib  =  F  and  K~-b +  Hob  +  H~b  +  Kob  =  G 
we have  1~  (F and  G  being  constants) 
-- =  PK(F  --  Gx) 
dt 
t_~  F  PK  -----  lno F--  Gx 
We thus  arrive  at  a  more general  equation involving  no assump- 
tions except those made  at  the  start. 
All  that  is  said  regarding  exchange  of  cations  of  course  applies 
equally well to exchange of anions when the cations are indiffusible. 
SUMMARY 
Equations are given for a variety of cases when ions of the same sign 
are  exchanged  between the interior  of a  living  cell and  the  external 
solution. 
23 To  illustrate  numerically we  may  put  Hob  =  95,  Kob  =  0,  K~b  =  37.5, 
H~b  =  10.  At equilibrium x  =  25  and we have 
dx  a--; =  PH/F  -  a~) 
=  PK [HooKah -  H~bKob  -- x(K~b +  Hob +  H~b +  Kob)] 
=  PK [(95)(37.5)  -- (10)(0)  -- 25(37.5 +  95 +  I0 +  0)] 
=  PK  (o) 
=0 